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Neil Mandt is the founder of the Los Angeles-based companies Mandt Media and Mandt Bros. Productions. During his career, he has been a veteran producer of more than 3,000 episodes of network television and six feature films, as well as a pioneer in virtual reality and augmented reality, creating more than 2,000 pieces of immersive media content.

Mr. Mandt is an active member of the Explorers Club, an owner of passport stamps from 119 countries, a five-time Emmy Winner, a member of the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, Producer’s Guild of America and Director’s Guild of America.

Over the last 18 months, Neil Mandt worked with global leaders in real estate to ensure that their assets are protected and monetized, as immersive media forever changes our three-dimensional world. The usage of augmented reality on the mobile phone is transcending the traditional barrier between viewer and story. The resulting audience engagement will convert people from passive viewers into active participants in the stories and brands that surround them.

Mr. Mandt is a sought-after speaker in the emerging area of immersive content, and its value propositions for brands and organizations. Past keynotes included speeches in London, Helsinki, New York and Los Angeles. His experience helps brands and land owners harness the potential of immersive media content, distribution and rights management.